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Summary

The Extreme Multi-Label Text Classification (XMTC) problem aims to assign a small number of rel-
evant labels to document text from a large label space. XMTC label spaces follow a power law
distribution, that results in data sparsity for tail labels and aggressive prediction of head labels. Ex-
isting methods for tackling XMTC problems have utilized the whole document text to predict relevant
labels. This project attempts to identify and use meaningful sentences of document text to predict rel-
evant labels. Relevant labels are predicted for the sentences and they are empirically concatenated
to form relevant labels set for the document. This method is based on the idea that not all text of a
document is informative of the relevant labels. Whenever whole document text is used, informative
text is often get polluted with noisy text which hampers the performance. Instead, predicting relevant
labels for the sentences can facilitate augmented focus on the informative text, and more relevant
and tail labels can be predicted. This project also explores the idea of using focal loss in XMTC
problems with label propensities to overcome the influence of power law distribution and treat every
label equally.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement and Challenges

Extreme Multi-Label Classification (XMC) is a machine learning problem of assigning an item a rele-
vant subset of labels from an extremely large set of labels [1]. Number of labels are often of the order
of 104 and sometimes even in 106 order which makes predicting relevant labels quite challenging.
The labels in XMC problems follow a power-law distribution which poses its foremost challenge in
predicting rare labels. Often due to power law distribution of labels, a machine learning model be-
comes biased towards frequent labels while ignoring more informative rare labels. A lot of research
has been taken to overcome this challenge in XMC as it has highly impactful real-world applications
in online ad-recommendations [20] [11], product classification in ecommerce [57] [63] [53] and large
scale classification of images and text for their hashtags recommendation for social media [65]. XMC
also introduces, including scalability issues due to enormous label spaces, data sparsity issues due
to inadequate training samples for seldomly appearing labels, severe class imbalance among labels,
etc. XMC is a supervised machine learning task. Supervised classification problems involves identi-
fying the class of an item, for example, identifying whether a given image is a bicycle or a car. These
problems involve datasets consisting of labelled instances of the items being classified (like a series
of labelled pictures of bicycle and car) which is then used to train the classifier to learn from these
labelled examples and correctly identify the classes for unseen examples. Based on the number of
classes to which an observation might belong and the total number of potential classes, classification
is further divided into three types: binary, multi class and multi-label. Multi-class classification and
multi-label classification are not the same as XMC. In multi-class classification, a single label is pre-
dicted from a series of mutually exclusive labels i.e., one and only one label should be associated with
each item.The goal of multi-label classification is to predict all relevant labels from a small number of
labels that are not mutually exclusive. XMC is most comparable with multi-label classification. With
the proviso that the label spaces in XMC-style problems can reach vast proportions, XMC is most
comparable to multi-label classification. XMC is a one-of-a-kind challenge that is best described as
a multi-class, multi-label problem with a label space ranging from thousands to millions of labels per
data point. When the application domain is text, it is called as Extreme Multi-Label Text Classification
(XMTC). For instance, assigning relevant wiki tags to Wikipedia articles, chosen from a label space
of over a million unique labels making the process of selecting a limited relevant collection of labels
significantly more challenging.
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1.2 Goal

There has been a lot of research in the XMTC domain, with many methodologies such as Label Em-
bedding Methods [16] [14] [48], Tree-based methods [20] [24], Deep Learning methods, etc [67] [33].
These methods took documents as inputs and attempts to assign relevant subset of labels. These
methods find the relationships between the document text and labels. This experiment is focused on
learning relationships between the sentences of the documents and the labels and find relevant labels
for the documents. Documents contain unimportant content or noise which is considered in previ-
ous methods while model training and labels prediction. In practice, humans annotate documents
with the relevant labels based on either certain keywords in the documents or semantic meaning of
the whole document. It implies humans tends to ignore noisy content from the documents for label
assignment since noise is unrelated with any labels. Hence, with the presence of noise in the docu-
ments it becomes vital to not predict labels based on whole document content. But previous studies
done in XMTC have always tried to learn a correlation between the documents text and the labels.
Additionally, humans focusing on keywords also leads to only certain labels getting assigned. Hu-
man annotators often focuses only on certain keywords which are seen more frequent than others.
Similarly, annotators tends to remember frequent occurring labels for annotation due to which only
these few labels get assigned for most of the time [24]. Labels getting assigned are often general
labels (e.g., disease) which are not quite informative at all about the documents when document is
about a specific disease like Angelman Syndrome. The Angelman Syndrome label though a infor-
mative label does not get assigned as often as general labels due to being more specific and harder
to remember. This leads to a power law distribution in the labels’ assignment frequency where few
labels are assigned with most of the documents and most of the labels are assigned rarely. There
are around 40% of labels that does not get even assigned to documents [51].

Recent works in XMTC have included attention mechanisms [48] [47] [40] focusing on finding
the relationship between keywords and labels. These keywords are extracted from the document
and attention scores are computed among all combinations of keywords and labels. These method
intuitively consider the whole document text for keyword extraction. These approaches ignore the
semantic meaning of the sentences keywords belongs to. Keywords’ meaning changes based on
the sentences it is used in. Hence, rather than considering keywords individually the whole sentence
should be considered to compute attention scores between labels and sentences. Consequently,
attention scores need to be computed with the semantic representation of the sentences and rela-
tionships between the labels and sentences could be found. Additionally, attention based methods
convert documents into fixed size semantic embeddings. Such fixed embeddings for a large doc-
ument lead to information loss as a huge lengthy text is confined to a fixed size vector. Instead, if
semantic embeddings of individual sentences are computed and utilized it would provide the model
with more granular information present in the sentences with no information loss as in document
embeddings case.

All these reasons motivated the prediction of labels against the sentences of the documents rather
than the document itself. Intuitively, considering sentences separately for label predictions tends to
give more rare and correct labels as each sentence could have a different granular semantic infor-
mation relating to different set of labels when compared with another sentence. The model is trained
with the sentences rather than the documents. In the end, labels predicted against the sentences of
a document are combined in an empirical fashion to form a label set corresponding to the document.
The challenge in this approach is to obtain ground truth at sentence levels for training. Typically, the
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ground truth is readily available against the documents as human annotators assign labels to the
documents. The sentences cannot be assigned labels from document’s ground truth randomly, but it
needs a relevant semantic method to assign labels to sentences.

The seminal paper of using deep learning in XMTC [33] has proposed to use the binary cross
entropy loss function for the training. In the same lines, later works based on this seminal paper have
also used binary cross entropy loss function. However, the BCE loss function is more suited for plain
multi-label problems, where label assignment is balanced. As stated earlier, Extreme Multi-Label Text
classification has a huge label space following a power law distribution. Due to this high imbalance
in label assignment BCE tends to get biased towards frequent labels [33]. Data imbalance could be
avoided by balancing the dataset so that each label has approximately equal number of data points
for training. Balancing dataset often needs either the generation of synthetic data points for less
frequent labels or removing data points for frequent labels. Both of these lead to data quality issues.
Generating synthetic information for the huge label space introduces noise in the dataset hampering
dataset quality. Whereas removing data points leads to loss of information. The better approach to
tackle such huge data imbalance is to weigh down frequent labels and boost rare labels data points
while training the model. Focal Loss [56] is the loss function which executes this approach. It is
introduced for object recognition in images with huge dense scene. Focal loss tends to focus on
required objects more than the unwanted negative objects in the background of images. A similar
intuition can be extended in the text domain of XMC as well. Focal loss allows to provide weights to
the labels while computing losses. Rare labels could be provided with higher weights than frequent
labels making losses large for rare labels and leading the model model to focus more on rare labels.
Propensity values, introduced in [24], of the labels can be considered as the weights of the labels in
Focal Loss. Propensity value is a measure of how rare a label is. The reciprocal of propensity values
can serve suitable weights for each label in focal loss. Quite interestingly, focal loss has never been
used in XMTC settings.

With this background, the motivating research questions for this project are defined as:

• RQ 1: Does focal loss with propensity as weights improves predictive performance in XMTC
setting?

• RQ 2: Is predicting labels at sentence level gives better performance than predicting labels at
document level?

– RQ 2.1: How can one generate the dataset where relevant labels present per document
are actually assigned to different sentences in the document?

– RQ2.2: How can a sentence level dataset where document relevant labels are assigned
to its sentence segments be used to train the model?

– RQ2.3: How can labels be predicted for the documents from the labels predicted for
the multiple sentences of the document?



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Related Work

This section gives a brief overview of the work done in Extreme Multi-Label Text Classification
(XMTC). Since the advent of Extreme Multi-Label Classification, several methods and algorithms
have been devised. These methods can be broadly grouped into following types of approaches:
(1)One-vs-All, (2) Embedding Based Methods, (3) Tree Based Methods, (4) Deep Learning Methods,
(5) Graph Neural Network Methods. These approaches are described below:

2.1.1 One-vs-All Methods

A very frequent method in XMTC is to split the multi-label classification problem into several binary
classification problems such as Dismec [3], PD-Sparse [1], PPD-Sparse [4], XML-CNN [33]. These
approaches have high accuracies and less model sizes. PD-Sparse [1] minimizes the complexity via
training a classifier for each label. This work assumes that there exists a few accurate labels for each
instance and feature space is rich enough to distinguish between labels clearly.PD-Sparse employs
margin-maximizing loss function in conjunction with an L1 penalty to create an exceedingly sparse
solution in extreme classification. An extension to PD-Sparse is the PPD-Sparse [4] which parallelise
the PD-Sparse algorithm by utilising large-scale distributed computing. This allows PPD-Sparse to
be 100x faster at training than DISMEC [3]. DISMEC learns a classifier for each label based on dis-
tributed computing. It uses a double layer of parallelization to sufficiently exploit computing resource
(400 cores), implementing a significant speed-up of training and prediction. Pruning spurious weight
coefficients (close to zero), DISMEC makes the model thousands of times smaller, resulting in reduc-
ing the required computational resource to a much smaller size than those by other state-of-the-art
methods.

Despite PPD-Sparse being fast, it is unable to scale to large problems due to significant over-
head of generating the shortlist at each item. The prediction times of DISMEC, PD-Sparse, PPD-
Sparse are also too high to meet the latency and throughput requirements of real-world applications.
Approaches such as PLTs, negative samplings and learned label hierarchies have been proposed
to speed up training and predictions. However, they rely on sub-linear search structures such as
nearest-neighbor structures or label-trees that are well suited for fixed or pre-trained features such
as bag-of-words or FastText [18] but not support jointly learning deep representations since it is ex-
pensive to repeatedly update these search structures as deep-learned representations keep getting
updated across learning epochs. Thus these approaches are unable to utilize deep-learned features
which leads to inaccurate solutions. This project avoids these issues by using deep learning.

4
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2.1.2 Embedding Based Methods

The enormous number of labels is a significant challenge in XMTC. The goal of embedding-based
approaches is to reduce the large label space to a low-dimensional space while retaining the label
correlations. More specifically, given n training instances (xi, yi), i = (1, ..., n) where xi ∈ IRd is a
d−dimensional feature vector and yi ∈ {0, 1}L is a L−dimensional label vector zi by fC(y) where
fC is called as compression function. After training regression model fR for predicting embedding
vector zi, decompression function fD is called on predicted vector zi to predict label vector ŷi. The
disadvantage in this approach is that feature space X and label space Y are projected into a lower
dimensional space Z for efficiency. Due this, some information would be lost leading to only limited
success in the solution.

Major difference between algorithms in this approach is design of compression function fC and
decompression function fD. SLEEC [16] the most typical approach computes embedding vectors zi

by maintaining the pairwise distance between label vectors yi and yj by capturing non-linear label
correlations i.e d(zi, zj) ≈ d(yi, yj) if i is in k-nearest neighbour of j. Since KNN has high compu-
tational capacity, so for a test instance, SLEEC uses clusters into which this instance has fallen for
prediction. AnnexML [14] is an extension of SLEEC and uses KNN Graph of label vectors in the
embedding space improving upon SLEEC accuracy and efficiency.

Another state-of-the-art algorithm is DXML [22] that uses deep neural network to simulate label
embedding in a non-linear fashion. As these approaches compresses whole feature vector into a
low dimensional vector there is information loss in compression and decompression. This project
attempts to overcome this by compressing and decompressing sentence’s feature vectors and not
document’s feature vectors. Sentences being a smaller portion of document, their compressed and
decompressed representations doesn’t include huge information loss.

2.1.3 Tree-based Methods

Due to the success of tree-based algorithms in binary classification problems, tree-based techniques
are also utilized in multi-label classification. These approaches employ an ensemble of decision
trees. Tree based approaches in extreme classification have the advantages of less training and
prediction time but have high model sizes and poor prediction scores. With constructing a hierar-
chical structure over a benchmark classifier, the label partitioning by sub linear ranking (LPSR) [15]
focusses on minimizing prediction time. However, LPSR has expensive cost since it requires to learn
hierarchy additionally. One of the most prominent algorithm in this category is FastXML [20]. It learns
a hyperplane and optimizes nDCG-based ranking loss function at each node. PFastreXML [24] is
FastXML extension that employs same architecture as FastXML but differs in the loss function it
utilizes. It uses propensity scored nDCG and propensity scored precision@k loss functions that at-
tempts to resolve the issue of missing labels in ground truth facilitating system to predict tail labels
more accurately. However, these algorithms can be expensive in terms of training time or model size.

Parabel [11] is a newer tree based approach which instead of focusing on training instances par-
titioning focuses on partitioning of labels. To achieve state-of-the-art prediction performance while
keep training time and computational power relatively low, Parabel implements the one-vs-all ap-
proach in conjunction with tree-based partitioning.
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2.1.4 Deep Learning Methods

In spite of achieving great success in binary and multi-class classification [26] [19], deep learning
has not been well explored in XMC setting. FastText [30] recreates document representations by
averaging the word embeddings in the documents, accompanied by a softmax transformation. As
demonstrated in sentiment analysis and multi-class classification [30], it is a simple yet effective and
accurate multi-class text classifier. However, FastText may not be directly applicable for more compli-
cated problems like XMTC [31].

BoW-CNN [27] applies CNN to high dimensional text data that learn powerful word embeddings
of small text regions. The aggregated embedding of all regions are passed to one or multiple con-
volutional layers, a pooling layer and the output layer at the end. XML-CNN [33] inspired from [26],
accomplishes computational efficiency by training a deep neural network with a hidden bottleneck
layer much smaller than output layer.CNN-Kim [26] similar to BoW-CNN, creates feature maps by su-
perimposing convolutional layers over concatenated word embeddings of a document, which are then
max pooled and utilized by a fully connected layer and softmax output layer. XML-CNN adapted this
architecture to make it more suitable for XMTC. However, XML-CNN has a few disadvantages [31].
To begin, it is trained with the binary cross entropy loss. This loss is often sensitive to label noise,
which is common in extreme multi-label data. Because the label vocabulary is so large, it is very
common for human annotators to overlook relevant tags. In such cases, whenever the classifier’s
predictions are disagreed with the annotated labels, the cross entropy loss function can assign the
classifier penalty during the training phase. Secondly, in XML-CNN labels are trained as separate
binary classification tasks. Due to this label’s prediction scores are not comparable to with each
other. This is troublesome because many applications require you to rank all labels based on their
relevance, rather than making an independent binary decision on each label. In C2AE [19], the
algorithm is trained with ranking loss. It does not scale well to extreme data as the ranking loss
used required to compare all positive and negative label pairs. Furthermore, C2AE only accepts
the bag-of-words representation as input, making it more difficult to learn powerful representations
from extreme multi-label datasets.Apart from these methods, latest methods in embedding based
approach such as DXML [22], AnnexML [14] uses deep learning to generate the embeddings whose
shortcomings have been stated earlier.

2.1.5 Graph Neural Network Based Methods

Extreme classification may be seen from a different angle as a bipartite graph link prediction chal-
lenge given by G = (DUL,E) where D and L represents documents and labels and E represents
edges between document d ∈ D and label l ∈ L. This interpretation allows for the inference of
complex correlation structures. Assume that documents d1 and d2 have the same label l1. If another
label l2 is significant to d2, it may be assumed that l2 is also relevant to d1. In extreme classification
contexts, where missing labels abound and training documents are seldom tagged comprehensively
with all labels pertinent to them, such transitive inferences can be quite useful. Current extreme clas-
sifiers, on the other hand, struggle to represent such implicit transitive links unless the pair (d1, l2)
appears explicitly in the training set. Recent advancements in Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [19,
51, 55] allow using node neighborhoods to collaboratively learn more discriminative features. How-
ever, existing works mostly use document-document graphs and not joint document-label graphs at
extreme scales.
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2.1.6 Attention Mechanisms

Focusing on the most relevant parts of the input to formulate decisions by using attention mechanisms
has become a standard choice in lot of tasks [41], [50]. AttentionXML [40] proposed the idea of per-
label attention in extreme classification, where the network attends to the most important bits of the
document embedding for each label. AttentionXML uses BiLSTM to effectively represent documents
for XMTC and self-attention mechanism to learn relevant parts of text for each label. AttentionXML
did get promising results but it ignored the label relationships which has been demonstrated to be
critical in embedding-based and tree-based multi-label learning methods. Additionally, the method’s
complexity grows with the number of labels, making it unsuitable for large-scale applications [45].
HBLA [47] constructs the label graph using a novel strategy to consider the label relationships. It
also proposes a new attention approach - adjustive attention to establish the semantic relationships
between words and labels to retrieve label-specific word representations. The hybrid representation
of context-aware feature and label specific word feature is fed to the document encoder for clas-
sification. LAHA [48], a state-of-the-art in this category, uses two attention modules. First attention
module implements self-attention on the document representation which is generated by the BiLSTM.
Second attention module is interaction attention between the label embeddings and the document
representation from BiLSTM. Label embeddings are produced by the node2vec algorithm from the
label co-exist graph.

2.1.7 Focal Loss

Focal Loss introduced in Lin et al. [56] has been used to avoid the model from being biased toward
frequent labels in previous work related to XMTC. Focal Loss has two hyper parameters α and γ

which together helps model focus on rare classes more than the frequent labels.α is a weight param-
eter corresponding to class labels whereas γ is a focusing parameter that led model focus more on
rare labels. Lin et al. in [56] found α = 0.25 and γ = 2 works best. Jiang and He [76] tries to improve
focal loss by introducing the idea of using Gaussian weights. Here a set of infrequent labels was
given a constant weight α1 and frequent labels were given weight α2 for focal loss. Han et al. [78]
used Focal Loss in extreme multi-label text classification setting and applied it on AttentionXML [40]
and RoBERTa with mix-up [69] strategy. Interestingly α = 1 was set for all the labels and γ parameter
was hyper-tuned. In the cases of extreme data imbalance such as in extreme classification where
there is a huge label set and each label has a different extreme frequency from other, it is recom-
mended to not give a constant weight to all labels or a set of labels. PFastreXML [24] talked about
propensity-scored loss functions, which are an augmentation of current loss functions multiplied by
inverse propensity weights. Because the propensity weight was difficult to get in most datasets, it
was proposed that the propensity defined by the sigmoidal function be used instead. The propensity
weights are related to the labels and frequent labels tend to have higher propensity weights than rare
labels. This work use focal loss with α parameters set to the inverse of these propensity weights
corresponding to each label.

2.2 Background Work

This project deals with the extreme class imbalance with Focal Loss function and proposes new
strategy of training and predicting at the sentence level of the document. With this in mind, related
work section is divided in two parts: one about class imbalance and another about different training
strategies that covers aspect or sentence level, meta level and topic modelling training.
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2.2.1 Methods for class imbalance

Existing deep learning methods in text classification exhibit good classification performance on bal-
anced dataset. The stability and generality of these models, however, might be harmed by data
imbalance. Data imbalance is data distribution imbalance that reflects different numbers of samples
among classes which generates a biased model based on generic loss functions. In extreme multi-
label classification, data imbalance is very extreme where a large number of labels have around 2-3%
of data samples assigned and very few labels have 98% of the data samples assigned. The learnt
model does well in categories where there are enough examples, but not so well in classes where
there are not enough. There are various ways suggested in the literature to overcome the problem
of data distribution imbalance.

Data distribution shift

These methods alter the data distribution such that all classes have almost equal number of data
samples and there is data balance. Sampling methods, such as oversampling, under-sampling, and
hybrid sampling are some of the prominent methods in this category. Synthetic minority oversam-
pling techniques (SMOTE) [71] is one of the most popular over-sampling methods that balances data
distribution by generating synthetic samples of minor categories. The work in [64] employed SMOTE
based class-specific extreme learning machine to increase the classifier’s attention to samples of
minor categories. Experimental results demonstrated that the algorithm had a high efficacy on real
benchmark datasets. Under-sampling, as contrast to over-sampling, randomly samples a subset of
categories with a high number of samples. To mitigate the harmful effects of class imbalance, [73]
used random under-sampling. The classification performance of this strategy is better than that of
a classifier that does not use any data sampling, according to computational results. Due to the
success of both these methods, hybrid sampling methods are developed. [59] proposed ant colony
optimization re-sampling strategies to address the problem of class imbalance. To find the optimal
subset from the balanced dataset created by over-sampling, this model used the colony optimization
technique. When compared to traditional sample approaches, this results in a substantial improve-
ment. However, sampling approaches have disadvantages. To begin with, the oversampling method
puts more noise into the dataset, lowering model performance. Oversampling approaches in natural
language processing are challenging to use because the meaning of natural language can vary sub-
stantially with minor input transformations. Second, under-sampling causes data loss, and the model
may overlook important information during training.

Reformulating loss functions and propensity

Increasing the model’s loss for minority labels miss-classification is another way to resolve class im-
balance. The goal of this strategy is to modify the model such that it pays greater attention to minority
samples. The most common way is to use the cost sensitive loss function to replace the original clas-
sification loss function. Authors in [74] created a cost-sensitive stacking learning model based on
inverse mapping that merged cost-sensitive and ensemble approaches. With unbalanced datasets,
the efficacy and efficiency of this strategy were evaluated using both linear and ensemble forest clas-
sifiers. In 2016, [70] presented the online hard case mining (OHEM) method in 2016. The OHEM
algorithm provides training dataset with the greatest loss and filters out problematic samples that have
a higher effect on classification and detection for retraining by utilising its loss function. Although the
OHEM method gives miss-classified samples more weight, it ignores easy-to-categorize cases. [56]
suggested a novel Focal Loss to overcome this problem, which expands OHEM by reweighing miss-
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classification, simple samples, and difficult samples, and makes the model pay more attention to the
problematic samples by lowering the weight of easy-to-classify data in training.

2.2.2 Different Training Strategies

Often in text classification, vanilla strategy to train a model is to consider the whole document as input
and train against its ground truth. There are various use cases where certain different information
of a document are being employed for training such as sentences of a document, document’s meta
data and topic modelling. This section lays out the related work for these strategies.

Sentence based training

Hierarchical Attention Network [18] is the first to propose a sentence-level model for document clas-
sification. It adopted Bi-GRU with attention in the architecture. Other work researching on the effec-
tiveness of sentence-level model based on BERT includes HTML [21] and HIBERT [25]. HTML [21]
presented a sentence-level BERT model coupled with audio characteristics to estimate the price of
a financial asset over time, whereas HIBERT [25] is intended for document summarisation. Similar
to HTML [21], Att-BLSTM [42] proposed a neural network architecture for relation classification. It
utilized neural attention mechanism with Bi-LSTM on sentences of documents to capture most use-
ful semantic information for the classification. Authors in [37] proposed bidirectional GRUs which
integrates a novel attention pooling mechanism with max-pooling operation to force the model to
pay attention to the keywords in a sentence and maintain the most meaningful information of the
text automatically. Along the same lines, a lot of work has been done in sentiment analysis domain
where instead of whole document sentences from the document are used to classify. [44] proposed
an attention based LSTM method with target embedding, which was proven to be an effective way
to enforce the neural model to attend to the related part of a sentence. The attention mechanism
is used to enforce the model to attend to the important part of a sentence, in response to a specific
aspect. [58] extended the attention modeling by differentiating the attention obtained from the left
context and the right context of a given target/aspect. These studies have taken different sentences
of a document individually as input and concatenated the computation to form a final document rep-
resentation in the model which is then passed to the output layer and model is trained. In this project,
the proposed architecture takes sentences as inputs separately and are trained at the sentence level
itself.

Topic Modelling

Topic models have been studied since researchers developed Latent Semantic Indexing [72] in 1990.
Topic modelling is the method of determining the underlying semantic structure of a text using a
hierarchical Bayesian analysis on a group of documents [79]. In simpler words, documents are
represented with a mixture of topics, topics are represented with a probability distribution over words
and the documents are represented by a probability distribution of topics. Basic, inter-document
correlated, intra-document correlated, temporal, and supervised probabilistic directed topic models
are the five primary types of probabilistic topic modeling methodologies [75]. Though several topic
modeling approaches exist in the literature, the key works in the field are latent semantic analysis,
probabilistic latent semantic analysis, and latent Dirichlet allocation [80]. Latent semantic analysis
is a natural language processing approach that uses statistical and mathematical computations to
extract and represent the contextual use meaning of words in a vast collection of text corpora [81].
Singular value decomposition is used in latent semantic analysis (LSA) to lower the dimensionality
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of the TF-IDF scheme. LSA may capture synonyms of words, however determining the number of
themes in LSA is challenging [62]. Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) is a probabilistic
topic model in which each word in a document is represented as a sample from a mixture of models
[62].There is no probabilistic model at the document level in PLSA. LDA is a generative probabilistic
approach for modeling collections of discrete data, such as a text corpus [68]. LDA can provide a full
generative model and can handle long-length documents [62]. Authors in [82] used LDA for lawsuits
classification. It was a multi-label classification task. Similarly, another method in [77] used LDA to
model topics and then use the derived topic vectors for fake news classification. SLLDA [81] labeled
LDA to address extreme multi-label teaxt classification. SLLDA efficiently scale up to problems with
hundreds of thousands of labels. But LDA suffers from ”order effects” which is different topics are
generated if training data is shuffled. This leads to inaccurate results and overall performance of the
model takes a hit [83].
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Datasets and Preprocessing

A high-quality evaluation of a machine learning model entails determining if the model performs well
across all relevant domains and sub populations. In this project, two datasets were utilized to assess
the robustness of the model and methodology. We use EURLEX57K dataset [51], and Medline
dataset [49]. EURLEX and Medline are prominent benchmark datasets in Extreme Multi-label Text
Classification (XMTC) and various works have evaluated their experiments against these datasets.
We provide the details on these two datasets in following sections.

3.1 EURLEX57K Dataset

EURLEX57K dataset is an improved version of the dataset released by Mencia and Furnkran-
zand [52]. This dataset contains 57,000 legislative documents in English with an average length
of 727 words. One peculiar challenge XML tackles is trying to learn patterns for labels which have
very few training instances in the dataset. Hence, learning document representations for these la-
bels is challenging. In XMTC task, only a few labels have suitable number of documents they being
assigned to. In EURLEX57K dataset there are approximately 7,000 labels, out of which only 4,271
labels are assigned to the documents. Out of the total assigned labels, only 2,049 have been as-
signed to more than 10 documents.

EURLEX57K labels exists in a tree structure with the directed edges among the label nodes. In
case a label is a parent in the tree it has one or more children who further down have one or more
children. The edges between the two label nodes in the tree represents the two labels are related.
Between any two linked label nodes considered, parent label is a general label whereas child label
node gives specific information within the parent label. A label tree has 0 to n levels. Suppose, a
random label at level 7 is annotated to a document then its parent nodes from level 6 to 0 becomes
relevant labels as well. This randomly selected label’s siblings and all its parent sibling labels would
not be relevant labels. EURLEX57K labels does not belong to large tree. There exist multiple trees
of different sizes in the label space and with no connecting edge among them. Each tree consist of
labels of one kind where its label nodes are related with each other based on a certain topic or a
category.

3.1.1 Data Preprocessing - EURLEX57K

Originally, EURLEX57K dataset has 7201 labels of which only 4,271 labels have been assigned to
the documents. These assigned 4,271 labels belong to different independent label trees. Each label

11
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Figure 3.1: EURLEX57K Dataset Labels Distribution: The horizontal axis represents labels’
frequencies in window/bin format whereas vertical axis represents how many la-
bels have their frequencies falling in particular frequency bins. The number of
labels in a bin have been normalized by the size of the bin.

of a tree is related to other labels based on a certain topic or category. Due to this, if one label is
assigned to the documents, its parents upto level 0 or root node becomes potential relevant labels.
Whereas, if none of the labels of a tree are assigned to the documents, none of its labels could po-
tentially be relevant labels. These labels could not be predicted by the model as none of the labels
of the tree are present in the ground truth. Hence, all labels of the tree whose atleast one label exist
in the training dataset are kept. After preprocessing of the dataset, all 7,201 labels are not kept. The
assigned 4,271 labels are part of different independent tree hierarchy structures. Each independent
tree hierarchy structures’ labels are related to each other based on a certain topic or category. Due
to this, if one label is assigned to the documents, its children till last n level becomes potential rele-
vant labels. Whereas, if none of the labels from a tree hierarchy structure These labels could not be
predicted by the model as none of the related labels are assigned to the document. Hence, all the
labels from different tree hierarchy structure are kept if atleast one label from particular tree hierarchy
structure is assigned to the document. In the end, 4,531 labels are kept in the dataset out of which
4,271 labels are assigned to the documents.

EURLEX57K dataset consists of 45000 legislative documents in training dataset, and 6000 doc-
uments in validation and test dataset each. The final 4,271 assigned labels follows the power law
distribution where the majority of the labels have very few instances in training dataset (5-10 in-
stances) making them difficult to learn and predict in evaluation. In numbers, out of utilized 4,271
labels; 3,430 labels have 1-50 data points in the whole dataset which is 80% of the total labels. There
are only 51 labels with more than and equal to 1000 data points whereas 541 labels have 51-200
data points (fig.3.1) . Due to these characteristics, machine learning models tend to become biased
towards frequent labels and prediction of rare labels becomes a challenge. In the case of applying
plain supervised classification models, the models will learn only about frequent labels whereas other
suggested methods [22] tends to be unscalable for huge label spaces.

3.1.2 Segmentation - EURLEX57K

The documents in EURLEX57K dataset are litigation based documents where the text is not present
in a sructured format of plain paragraphs with formal boundaries of punctuations. Rather, docu-
ments are organized in an unstructured format where headings, sub headings and bullet points are
present. These documents are highly noisy (e.g. grammatical and spelling mistakes) as well, as they
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are manually typed [55]. Along with these characteristics, EURLEX57K legal documents consist of
litigation-based domain specific lexicons. At times, a legal domain specific lexicon is followed by its
sub domain lexicons in an unstructured format. Due to presence of such unstructured document in
the corpus, it is highly unlikely to be able to segment the documents just based on delimiters (i.e. full-
stops or question marks, etc) as it raises the possibility of segmenting the documents into incomplete
coherent sentences. A sentence segment should be coherent in its own, explaining certain topic or
an idea.

In plain textual documents, punctuation denoting the boundaries between the different sentences
always results in coherent sentences and these boundaries often coincide with a change in topic. A
similar idea of segmenting legal documents cannot be utilized in the case of legal documents due to
nuances described above. Therefore we need a tool specializing in legal documents segmenting by
handling its unstructured format. Blackstone [60] is a python library which is used in this project to
segment the EURLEX57K dataset’s documents into different sentence segments.

Blackstone is a Spacy based library for processing long-form, unstructured legal text. It is main-
tained by the Incorporated Council of Law Reporting for England and Wales’ research lab and written
by Daniel Hoadley. Blackstone is an open-source project specifically trained for use on long-form text
containing common law entities and concepts. It has been trained on data since 1860s making it a
comprehensive model which has seen different forms of legal structures. Specifically, the model has
been trained on English case laws and it has the peculiarities of the legal system of England and
Wales. With this in mind, the model is generalized well to understand other geographical specific
legal text. Since, EURLEX57K consists of legal documents from European Union, Blackstone library
can be used to execute the segmentation of the legal documents.

With the help of Blackstone library, EURLEX57K documents are segmented. There are 6,04,898
sentence segments generated from the training dataset with 79,711 and 78,264 segments in test and
validation dataset respectively.

3.2 Medline Dataset

The Medline dataset [49] is a publicly accessible dataset of medical scientific papers that includes
abstracts, citations, authors, labels, and other meta data. It consists of about 27 million records. This
dataset is maintained by National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the US National
Library of Medicine (NLM) through PubMed, a free online resource that hosts citations and abstracts
in the field of medicine. The majority of medline articles are biomedical in nature, while the rest are
related to the life sciences. Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), a regulated vocabulary vetted and
updated annually by the National Library of Medicine, are used to annotate each record. The primary
goal of MeSH terms is to create an organised collection of labels for indexing and cataloguing the
huge number of medical publications in the PubMed database so that they may be easily found.
The MeSH Tree View Browser provides access to the MeSH words, which are organised in a tree
hierarchical format [54]. There are 16 branches in MeSH tree, where the MeSH headings at the top of
these branches are generalize headings and down the tree MeSH headings becomes more specific.
Down the branches in the tree, many MeSH headings are repeated in different (sub)branches. MeSH
is a restricted vocabulary of labels that serve as keywords in the PubMed system to aid in document
retrieval. MeSH provides indexers with a definite framework to refer to as a regulated vocabulary. If
no particular words are provided in the MeSH terms vocabulary for an article, an indexer will assign
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Figure 3.2: Medline Dataset Labels Distribution: The horizontal axis represents labels’ fre-
quencies in window/bin format whereas vertical axis represents how many labels
have their frequencies falling in particular frequency bins. The number of labels
in a bin have been normalized by the size of the bin.

the closest generic term possible. Due to this, like other extreme classification domains, medline
labels follow a power law distribution or tail distribution. Similar to EURLEX57K dataset, the vast
majority of the labels are extremely sparse i.e. have fewer instances or data points.

3.2.1 Data Preprocessing - Medline Dataset

Medline dataset in use consists of 15,741,875 documents and 60,682 MeSH headings or labels. As
MeSH headings exists in tree hierarchical structure, MeSH headings of only top 8 out of 16 branches
are kept in the final dataset. The total number of labels from 8 branches are 54,579. There are 27,854
labels in top 8 branches which are repeating several times. Effectively, there are 26,725 unique labels
in the final processed dataset. There are 40,3620 documents in the training dataset and 55,000
documents in validation and test dataset each. Out of the total considered 26,725 labels, 20,055
labels are being assigned to the documents. 16,770 labels from total assigned labels have less than
200 documents in 40,3620 documents. This sparsity in labels distribution makes this dataset suitable
for extreme classification tasks. The label distribution can be seen in detail in Fig.3.2

Figure 3.3: Document Level dataset statistics for EURLEX57K and Medline dataset

Figure 3.4: Sentence Level dataset statistics for EURLEX57K and Medline dataset
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3.2.2 Segmentation - Medline Dataset

Unlike EURLEX57K documents where it contains sub-headings, bullets, etc., Medline dataset’s doc-
uments does not have such unstructured format of text. But interestingly, the dataset documents are
cleaned from every kind of punctuation marks, and hence there are no formal boundary among the
document’s text. The text is present in the form of a plain sequence of words with no full stops or any
other punctuation marks which could denote the boundary between adjacent sentences. Evidently, it
is quite difficult to segment such text into different sentence segments randomly such that sentences
are coherent in their meaning and also follows the sentence structure.

There are popular libraries such as NLTK, Spacy, Stanford Core NLP which are equipped with
functionality to identify the boundaries among the sequence of words to generate the sentences. But
these libraries use statistical modelling or depends on heavily language patterns to perform sentence
boundary detection. These libraries performs miserably on text with bad punctuation and wrong cap-
italisation. Therefore, DeepSegment, a python library, is used to segment the text and generates
the coherent sentence segments that follows the sentence structure as well. DeepSegment uses
BiLSTM and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) for automatic sentence boundary detection between
the sequence of words. It significantly has outperformed NLTK, Spacy standard libraries.

With the help of DeepSegment, Medline dataset’s documents have been segmented. There are
9,46,382 number of segments generated from the training dataset. 1,28,539 segments and 1,13,743
segments are generated from test and validation dataset respectively.
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Methodology

This section gives detail knowledge about the methodology and tries answer research question stated
in section 1.2. This project deals with finding out whether sentence level prediction results in better
results than document level prediction in extreme multi-label classification area. This is answered by
building two different models where one model is trained at the sentence level and another at docu-
ment level and comparing their scores. This project introduces Label Aware Features with Focal Loss
(LAFF) model trained for sentence and document level. The fig 4.1 lay out the methodology frame-
work for sentence and document level. The datasets used in this project consists of documents and

Figure 4.1: Methodology Framework: Left-side represents methodology for sentence level.
Training dataset that contains documents are segmented into sentence segments
and gets labels assigned. This sentence level training dataset is used to train
LAFF model. Validation and test dataset is segmented and with the help of trained
LAFF model relevant labels are predicted. Right-side represents methodology for
document level. There is no segmentation involved. Similar to sentence-level
LAFF model is trained and evaluated but at the document level.

their corresponding relevant labels. These datasets could be readily used for document level model
training. However, for sentence level model training, a sentence level dataset is need to derived from
the existing document level dataset such that the labels are associated with the sentence segments
of the document. Section 4.1 deals with the methodology of generating such sentence level training
dataset where labels are associated with sentence segments of documents from already available
datasets.

16
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In document level trained model, inference is done for the document of the test dataset directly
and evaluation is carried out. In sentence level trained model, inference is done by predicting labels
for the sentence segments of the test documents. To compare both document and sentence level
trained model, predictions at sentence level are need to be aggregated to form final prediction set
for the document. This final set per document can be used for model performance evaluation and
fair comparison can be done with the document level trained model’s performance. Section 4.3 dis-
cusses three strategies of aggregating sentence level prediction for generating labels prediction set
at document level.

Section 4.2 discusses the algorithm and model architecture of LAFF that would be used for docu-
ment and sentence level training and testing. The last research question deals with using Focal Loss
function for extreme multi-label text classification which is answered in section 4.2.3. This section de-
rives the focal loss from cross entropy loss and explains how it could be used with label propensities
to solve the rare labels prediction challenge.

4.1 Label Generation at Sentence Segments Level

This section introduces methodology to generate labels at sentence segments’ level from any given
dataset that contains labels corresponding to the documents. Labels generated for the sentence
segments would later be used to train the model and predict labels at the sentence segments level.
The core idea is to bring labels and features (i.e. documents or sentence segments) in the same
embedding space. Once, the training set features and the labels are in the same embedding space,
unseen features can be assigned with the labels which are closer to them. This same idea is used
in Deep Extreme Multi-Label Learning(DXML) [22]. DXML implementation is used here to bring the
documents and labels in the same space. This is followed by predicting labels for the sentence
segments by using the same trained model. Consecutively, the methodology of generating labels at
sentence segments level is comprised of mainly two components: (i) bringing labels and documents
in the same space (ii) assigning labels to sentence segments by predicting labels for them.

4.1.1 Bringing Documents and Labels in same space: DXML’s approach

This approach aims at learning non-linear mapping from documents X to the labels’ (Y ) embedding
space which could be understood as bringing X and Y in the same embedding space. The visual-
ization of the framework can be seen in Fig. 4.2. The model is trained with the documents and their
corresponding labels to learn a non-linear mapping from the documents to the label space. The la-
bels are used in the form of label graph in training which utilizes the labels structure. A label graph is
constructed where two labels have an edge if they co-occur with each other in any documents’ anno-
tation. With this label structure, each vertex of the graph is represented by a high-dimensional vector
with the help of Graph Convolutions Networks(GCN) [61]. The documents are also represented by
a high-dimensional vector with the help of BERT and neural network. The documents are fed to the
BERT whose output is fed to the neural network and we get a high-dimensional vector representation
of document. This vector representation of documents are used along with averaged corresponding
label embeddings to compute embedding loss. The aim of model training is to reduce this embedding
loss consequently mapping the documents and labels arrive in the same embedding space.
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Figure 4.2: Framework for Label Generation at Sentence Segment Levels. From the label co-
occurrence graph label embeddings are generated with Graph Convolution Net-
works. While training documents are fed to the BERT and its output is passed
to the neural network. Embedding loss between label embeddings and output of
neural network is computed and minimized to bring documents and labels in same
embedding space. To assign labels to sentences, sentences are fed to BERT fol-
lowed by neural network and whichever label embeddings are closest to neural
network output that corresponding label is assigned to sentence.

Let D = (X1, Y1), ..., (XN , YN ) be training dataset containing N documents that belongs to K la-
bels. Xi represents a documents and Yi ⊆ {0, 1}K its corresponding ground truth label vector where
yij = 1 if j-th label is assigned to the i-th document. The label graph is constructed with labels
as node, and edge is constructed between two nodes if labels share at least one document in the
training dataset. The label graph is defined as G = (V, E), where vi ∈ V refers to labels ki ∈ K,
edges (vi,vj) ∈ E , an adjacency matrix A ∈ IRK×K and a diagonal degree matrix Dii =

∑
j

Aij .

The adjacency matrix elements values belongs to (0,1) where value 0 represents no edges presents
and 1 represents presence of edges between two nodes. The label graph contains undirected edges
i.e. Aij = Aji = 1. Graph Convolution Networks (GCN) [61] is employed which propagates mes-
sages through the graph and learns the contextualized label embeddings.To update the current node,
GCN, combines the degree values of all adjacent nodes. Only the first-order neighbourhood informa-
tion is recorded by each convolution later in GCN. By stacking many convolution layers, multi-order
neighbourhood information can be gathered. GCN is used with multi-convolution layers to learn a
high-dimensional latent space representation of labels. Finally, each label is represented by a r-
dimensional dense vector, i.e. Ik ∈ IRr for the k-th label (k=1,2,...K). The whole set of labels in
embedding form can be described as L = (I1, ..., Ik) ∈ IRr×K . All label embeddings can be repre-
sented by matrix V with K rows and r columns.

The documents are passed to the BERT followed by the Feedforward Neural Network to learn a
non-linear high-dimensional representation of it. Document’s representation in label’s embeddings
space is represented by non-linear function fX = F (X,W ) ∈ IRr where W denotes BERT’s as well as
neural network’s weight parameters. Each document fx would have corresponding processed label
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embeddings represented by fy where fy = 1
nnz(y)V∗y. nnz(y) denotes number of non-zero elements

in y ∈ Y . Set of fy is represented as fY ∈ IRr. Therefore, the distance between each document
embedding represented by fx; and corresponding processed label embeddings fy is represented by:

d(fx, fy) =

r∑
m

h((fx)m, (fy)m) (4.1)

where

h(a, b) =

{
0.5(a− b)2 if |a− b| ≤ 1,

|a− b| − 0.5 otherwise
(4.2)

The objective function that will be minimized can be formulated as:

L(W ) =

N∑
j=1

d(fxj , fyj ) (4.3)

With minimizing the loss function equation 4.3, fx and fy would be close to each other as measured
by the embedding loss. After getting the final fX once training is complete, it is partitioned into
several different clusters with k-means algorithm. These clusters are used to predict the labels for
documents while doing evaluation. Similarly, it could be used to predict labels for sentence segments
as well. The training algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1

Algorithm 1: Training Algorithm to bring documents and labels closer in same embedding
space

1 Input: D = (x(1), y(n)), ..., (s(n), yn) where 1 ≤ i ≤ N (total no. of documents); No. of
clusters: C; Embedding dimensionality: l ;

2 Build the label graph with the labels where edges exist between two labels if they share a
document in dataset;

3 Use GCN [61] to generate label embeddings matrix V;
4 Project original label matrix Y to

fY =

{
fy|fy =

1

nnz(y)
V ∗ y, y ∈ Y

where nnz(y) denotes the number of non-zero elements of the original binary vector y;
5 Train BERT and neural network to obtain mapping from feature vector X to feature vector fX .

Update W for T epochs to

minL(W ) =

N∑
j=1

d(fxj , fIk)

6 Partition fX into Z1, ..., ZC by k-means
7 Output: {Z1, ..., ZC}

4.1.2 Generating Labels for Sentence Segments

After training the model with the documents and their corresponding labels, the same model is used
to assign labels to document’s sentence segments. With the model training, the documents vector
representation has come in the same embedding space as labels’ vector representation. This could
also be understood as each documents’ vector representation is closest to its potentially relevant
labels vector representations in the same embedding space. The sentence segments are derived
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from the segmentation of original documents. Hence, even sentence segments vector represen-
tation would be in same embedding space as of labels and they will be closer to their potentially
relevant labels.

After training the model with documents and corresponding annotated labels, the non-linear map-
ping of documents fX is clustered into C partitions represented by Z1, ..., ZC with k-means algo-
rithm. For predicting labels for sentence segments, first its vector representation is computed from
the trained model denoted by fx. This fx gets assigned with the index of the closest cluster by

i∗ = mini∈{1,...,C}||fx − zic||2 (4.4)

where zic is the center of the i-th cluster. With the closest cluster found, with the help of k−NN
search, similar training samples are found in Zi∗ . The union of k-nearest neighbour’s labels is set as
the provisional set of labels for the sentence segments.The intersection between the provisional set
of predicted labels and sentence segments original documents label set is kept as the final label set
for the sentence segment. If no intersection is found then the sentence segment is ignored and not
kept in the dataset. This way, only document relevant and important sentence segments are kept in
the final dataset.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm to predict labels for sentence segments

1 Input: Sentence Segment x, clusters {Z1, ..., ZC}, No. of k-NN: k, No. of desired labels
2 x̃← fx = F (x,W )

3 Zi∗ : partition closest to x̃

4 Kx̃ ← k nearest neighbours of x̃ in Zi∗

5 Px ← All labels for points in Kx̃

6 provisionalx ← Topp(Px)

7 ypred ← intersection of provisionalx and sentence segment x original documents annotated
labels

Training Dataset Generation

One of the research question this project tries to answer is how a newly derived dataset where labels
from the document level are assigned to the sentence segments can be used to train the model.
This question is important since the sentence level training dataset generated with above methodol-
ogy contain only document relevant important sentence segments. The methodology removes the
noisy sentence segments whose provisional label set does not have any common labels with the
document’s ground truth label set. Whereas, test and validation dataset would contain all sentence
segments including the noisy ones. Considering noisy and unimportant sentence segments would
for the evaluation would unnecessarily result into worse results.

Since, in test or validation dataset, there is no way to know and provide only document relevant
sentences to the model for prediction, model should have some capability to detect these unimpor-
tant and noisy sentence segments. Hence, to augment the model’s capability in this direction a small
portion of noisy sentences are added to the sentence level training dataset. These added sentence
segments are assigned ”NOISE” label which model will learn and predict while validation or test-
ing. The dataset generated above and augmented with noisy sentence segments would give final
sentence level training dataset.
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4.2 Final Label Predictive Model

This section introduces Label Aware Feature with Focal Loss (LAFF) algorithm with its model ar-
chitecture to predict relevant labels for sentence segments and as well as documents. With using
the same algorithm, it helps in concluding whether predicting labels for sentence segments is better
and results in better results than predicting labels for documents. The model has been trained and
evaluated once with the original dataset of documents and other time with sentence segment dataset
obtained from previous section and their results are compared to arrive at a conclusion. When labels
are predicted for sentence segments level, final predicted label set is created for document level by
clubbing all the labels and ordering them based on frequency. Fig. 4.3 introduces the model architec-
ture which attempts to answer whether doing prediction at sentence segment level is better than at
document. It does so by trying to leverage two different attention mechanisms which integrates differ-
ent label representations with different document representation. Fig. 4.3 shows model architecture
consists of 4 main components:

• The document embedding module generates semantically meaningful embeddings of input
texts which could be sentence segments or original documents.

• The Label graph embedding module generates label embeddings capturing semantic correla-
tions between labels from the label graph input.

• The Interaction Attention computes attention score embedding vector of the input text with
respect to each label.

• The Aggregation layer combines attention score embedding vector from interaction attention
module with input text embeddings from the document embedding module which is used pre-
dicting relevant labels.

Let D = {(X1, Y1), ..., (XN , YN )} be a training dataset. Xi where 1 <= i <= N represents both
documents and sentence segments interchangeably. Each Xi has its corresponding label vector
Yi that contains upto K labels i.e. Yi ⊆ 0, 1K . N is the total number of data points in the training
dataset which could be documents or sentence segments. The training starts with documents or
sentence segments passing to BERT to fetch the input corresponding contextualized embeddings.
BERT generates r dimensional embeddings. For a training dataset with N data points, BERT’s
output, H, could be represented as:

H = (h1, ..., hN ) ∈ IRN×r (4.5)

Label graph has been used to focus on the label correlations. Similar to how label graph is used in
label generation for sentence segments in section 4.1.1 and in DXML [22], label graph is used here as
well. The label graph is constructed with labels as the nodes and two labels have an edge between
them if they co-exist in any document’s annotation. Similar to the label embeddings generation
described in section 4.1.1, GCN [61] is employed here as well to generate the label embeddings.
Each label node is represented by an s-dimensional dense vector i.e. Ik ∈ IRs for the k-th label
(k = 1, 2, ..,K). Whole set of labels can be described as L = (I1, ..., Ik) ∈ IRs×K . BERT generates r-
dimensional embeddings for documents, segments and GCN generates s-dimensional embeddings
for labels.

4.2.1 Interaction Attention

Interaction attention seeks to compute attention scores regard to each label in order to establish
the semantic relationship between labels and features. All text features be it in sentence form or
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Figure 4.3: LAFF Model Architecture. Interaction attention weights are computed between
label embeddings and features’ embeddings i.e. documents or sentence em-
beddings. Label embeddings are generated from label co-occurrence graph with
graph convolutional networks and features’ embeddings are generated from BERT.
The BERT embeddings are aggregated with the interaction attention weights and
passed to the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and neural network to label prediction
vector.

paragraph form and labels are represented in the r-dimensional latent space using the sentence em-
bedding and label graph embedding techniques as H = (h1, ..., hn) and L respectively. Documents
or sentence segment embeddings and label embeddings are in different latent spaces. To align them
in single latent space, matrix Wq ∈ IRs×r is trained via Q = LWq. Similar to [48], Q ∈ IRk×r is taken
as queries for each label and use H to construct key-value pairs for each sentence. Then, interactive
score M (I) ∈ IRn×k

M (I) = HQT (4.6)

To make sure the attentions scores fall into the range of [0,1], M (I) is normalized to obtain the
interaction score A(I) of label and sentences computed as:

A(I) = (A
(I)
tj )t=(1,...,n),j=(1,...,k) (4.7)

A
(I)
tj = eM

(I)
tj /

n∑
i=1

eM
(I)

tj (4.8)

4.2.2 Aggregation Layer

From the above steps we obtain A(I) ∈ IRn×k and H ∈ IRn×r. The former is about the importance
of each label with respect to each document or sentence segments, while the latter focuses on the
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semantic meaning of the sentences. Aggregation layer is formed to aggregate the information from
A(I) and H. For simplicity, embeddings from A(I) and H are concatenated as shown in 4.9, where
Ĥ ∈ IRn×(r+k) is the final hybrid sentence/document embedding.

Ĥ = A(I) ⊕H (4.9)

Ĥ is provided as the input to GRU to generate the final encoded representation of input sentence
segments or documents as provided. GRU learns the concise representation of text input with labels’
attention scores and text embedding providing more information to the network for classification.At
time t, the hidden state corresponding to each sentence can be formulated as:

−→
hi =

−−−→
GRU(

−→
h t−1, ĥt), t ∈ [1, r + k], i ∈ [1, n]

←−
hi =

←−−−
GRU(

←−
h t−1, ĥt)

hi =
−→
ht ⊕

←−
ht

(4.10)

Final hidden state hr+k is representing the input for classification. hr+k is inputted to feed classifier
to predict the confidence score of each label for input. The classifier consists of feed forward neural
network with sigmoid activation function:

ŷ = sigmoid(WhT
r+k) (4.11)

here W is the trainable parameter for FNN. ŷ is the predicted label set for sentence segments and
documents. From ŷ top p labels are taken based on their probability scores. When, prediction is
done for documents, ŷ is directly compared with the ground truth label vector y. Whereas, while
predicting labels for sentence segments, the label predictions for different segments belonging to
one document are combined together to form a final resultant label prediction set that corresponds
original document. For a document Xi consisting of t sentence segments s, model predicts labels ŷit

for each sentence segment st, (t = 1, ..., n). For t = (1, ..., n) all top m labels from ŷit are combined
to obtain ŷi. ŷi is ordered in descending order of each label’s frequency.

4.2.3 Loss Function

A lot of works in extreme multi label classification have used loss functions that treats every label
equally such as Binary Cross Entropy (BCE). In extreme multi label classification, dataset is highly
imbalanced with few labels having more frequency than other labels. These infrequent labels with
very few training instances are tail labels and their frequency distribution follows power law distribu-
tion. With cross-entropy losses or with any other common classification losses, classifier is able to
learn frequent labels much easily than infrequent labels as these losses penalizes classifier equally
for misclassification of all labels. Classifiers can achieve higher score metrics by predicting head
(frequent) labels well and eliminating tail labels but this behaviour is detrimental in real world appli-
cations. Tail labels contain descriptive information about the documents not found in head or torso
labels and exhibits label space’s diversity. Hence it is quite important to get rid of popularity bias in
the model’s prediction results and influences model to predict tail labels as well.

One way to make classifier learn infrequent labels well is by penalizing classifier more for misclas-
sification of infrequent labels than of frequent labels. This could be achieve by giving more weightage
to rare or tail labels than frequent labels while computing loss. Focal loss and propensity loss func-
tions attempts to down weight frequent labels while giving more weights to tail labels. Focal loss
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achieves this with the help of focussing parameter, γ, that increases the penalty for missclassifica-
tion. It understands tail labels will be misclassified more number of times than frequent labels where
γ parameter would increase the loss penalty for such labels. Propensity loss functions down weights
frequent labels by dividing individual labels losses by a coefficient which is directly related to their
frequency, pk.

Focal loss was introduced in [56] and is an improved version of Cross-Entropy Loss (CE). In
multi-label classification, the classification task is reduced to a series of binary classification tasks for
each label. Given K labels, the network outputs one logit for each label, zk, which is independently
activated by the sigmoid function σ(zk). Let’s denote yk as the ground truth for label k. The total
classification loss, Ltot, is obtained by aggregating a binary loss from K labels:

Ltot =

k=K∑
k=1

L(σ(zk), yk) (4.12)

where L is binary cross entropy loss per label k, given by:

L = −ykL+ − (1− yk)L− (4.13)

L+ and L− are positive and negative loss parts i.e. L+ = log(σ(zk)) , L− = log(1−σ(zk)). From [56],
focal loss is obtained by setting L+ and L− as:

L+ = α(1− p)γ log(p)

L− = αpγ log(1− p)
(4.14)

where p = σ(zk), α is the weight of the label and γ is the focussing parameter. By setting γ = 0,
binary cross entropy is yield. As p→ 1, the factor (1−p)γ tends to zero and the loss for well classified
examples is down-weighted. α parameter could take a set of values corresponding to set of labels.
To facilitate model to focus on hard-to-classify labels, α could get assign a greater value and frequent
well classified examples could have smaller α values

In addition to having tail labels in XMC datasets, it has been demonstrated that while learning to
assign tail labels, one must additionally account for missing labels in the training data due to huge
label space. A human annotator cannot explore every potential label when selecting which labels
to assign to a given data point.Rather, human annotators on examining the record assigns a set of
relevant labels that spring to mind. It is difficult to manually verify for the existence or absence of
each label for each document in a dataset where the labels for each example are picked from a label
space with millions of elements, thus some instances will have missing labels. Worse, the likelihood
of a label being absent is greater for tail labels than for head labels. This results into incomplete
ground truth label vectors for each record.Due to this, propensity model is introduced in [1] which
advocates using propensity model of each label in loss function and evaluation ranking metrics. The
propensity score for label k, pk is modelled as a sigmoidal function of the frequency of label k as:

pk = P (y = 1|y∗ = 1) =
1

1 + Ce−Alog(dk+B)
(4.15)

where dk is the number of documents that are indexed with label k in the training set. Parameters
A and B depends on the meta data of the specific dataset in use and C = (log(N) − 1)(B + 1)A

where N is size of training set. [24] proposed to use A = 0.55 and B = 1.5 in case the meta data
is not available for the dataset and same has been used in this project as well for both the datasets.
y∗ is the complete but unobtainable ground truth label vector without any missing labels. Propensity
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model for a label can be pulled into original loss functions by dividing the ground truth values of label
for each document by pk [1], i.e. yk = yk

pk
. Propensity coefficient can be included in the focal loss as:

Ltot =

k=K∑
k=1

L(σ(zk),
yk
pk

) (4.16)

where L can be expanded according to equations 4.13 and 4.14. This experiment tries to find whether
loss functions treating all labels equally perform better or worse than loss functions that treats rare
frequent with more importance than frequent labels.

4.3 Sentence Level Prediction to Document Level Prediction

This project answers whether predicting labels at the sentence level gives better performance than
predicting labels at the document level. On one side of this comparison, there is a model trained and
infer on the documents itself. On the other side, a second model is trained on the sentence segments
of the documents and infers on the same. This model’s predictions on the sentence segments is
needed to be converted for the documents to compare the performances of both the models at the
same document level. This also facilitates the comparison with the previous XMTC research works
since their scores are also reported at the document level too. Real world XMTC related applications
also have labels assigned at the document level. All these reasons compel to lay out strategies to
derive documents level predictions from the sentence segments predictions. There are 3 strategies
identified to generate document level label predictions from the corresponding sentences’ predictions.
In each sentence prediction vector, top nine labels are kept as relevant labels for the sentence. The
number nine is selected since the evaluation at the document level is done until the rank 7 in the
prediction vector.

• The first strategy is voting strategy where all the nine labels of the sentences’ prediction
are considered to form the label prediction vector for the document. The labels from all the
sentences predictions of a document are aggregated and sorted in reverse order based on their
counts in the aggregated set. This strategy works on the idea that if a certain label has occurred
multiple times in the sentences’ prediction vector belonging to a document, then that label
related relevant information is present multiple times across the document. Hence, the label
with highest count has its relevant information present in the document with highest amount and
hence it is most relevant label of the document. This strategy is called voting strategy since all
the labels of sentences’ prediction vector votes in the form of their count to form the prediction
vector for the parent document.

• The second strategy is probability strategy which is similar to voting strategy. Instead of labels’
count like in voting strategy, labels’ probabilities are considered to order the labels for document
level prediction vector. All the labels of the sentences’ prediction vector are aggregated and
their probabilities are taken to sort them in descending order. In the cases where labels have
occurred more than once in the aggregated set, their probabilities average is considered. This
method consider label probability instead of its count to avoid labels with high count but low
probability from coming in top ranks. Intuitively, if labels have lower probability then it is not
much relevant to the document hence it should not be in top ranks. On the contrary if the label
has occurred few times or even once across all the sentences’ prediction vector of a document
but has high probability it implies that label is relevant to the sentence in whose prediction vector
it has occur and hence relevant to the document too.
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• Third and last strategy is first label strategy and it considers only one top-most label from
each sentence prediction vector to form the document level prediction vector. These top-most
labels are aggregated and are ordered based on their probabilities. If a label has occurred
at the top of sentences prediction vector belonging to a document multiple times then only its
highest probability is considered. It is the simplest of three strategies by considering only the
most relevant labels of each sentence to form document level label prediction set. This strategy
works on the idea that if a label has highest probability for a sentence and since sentence is
part of the document, that label is also relevant to the document with high confidence due to its
high probability score.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

Multi class and multi label classification tasks use accuracy as the evaluation metric often. However,
since the dataset tends to be highly imbalanced in extreme multi label classification problems, model
would easily classify majority classes. As a result, model can attain better accuracy score overall by
classifying just majority classes correctly while ignoring minority classes. Due to this accuracy does
not provide entire story related to the model and its performance. This precludes the use of accuracy
metric.

Each record in XMTC problem has small set of relevant labels that need to be predicted though
the label space is huge. As a small set of labels is required to be predicted compared to the huge label
space, predicted labels are sorted in decreasing order of their probability of being a relevant label
to the document and a ranked list of predictions is generated. In case of ranked lists of predictions,
ranking metrics such as Precision@n is a good choice and as been extensively used in extreme
multi-label problems. Precision@n indicates how many labels out of top n labels are correct and
relevant labels. The most often n values used for ranked metrics are {1,3,5,7}. For a dataset, let K
be total number of labels, y ∈ {0, 1}K be annotated ground truth label vector for a test document and
ŷ ∈ RK be the predict score vector. Then Precision@n (P@n) is given by:

P@n(y, ŷ) =
1

n

∑
k∈rn(ŷ)

yk (4.17)

where rn(ŷ) is the set of rank indices of the annotated relevant labels among the top-n portion of the
predicted ranked list for a document. , and ||y||o counts the number of labels in the annotated ground
truth label vector y.

As described earlier how XML datasets has incomplete ground truth label vectors due to huge
label space faced by human annotators. Due to this, propensity model is introduced in [24] and
encourages to use it in evaluation metrics as well. Eqn 4.15 represents the propensity score pl for
each label l. This propensity score is used with Propensity score for each label l i.e. pl is used
with ranking metrics as Precision@n and called as Propensity Score Precision (PSP@n). PSP@n is
formulated as:

PSP@n(y, ŷ) =
1

n

∑
k∈rn(ŷ)

yk

pk
(4.18)

For M test data points, propensity score precision could be defined as:

ζ@n(ŷ) =
−1
M

M∑
i=1

PSP@n(y, ŷ) (4.19)
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Note that ζ could be greater than 1 due to the propensity scores. Therefore, results reported under
experiments section are 100 ∗ ζ@n(ŷ)/ζ@n(y) for PSP@n.

In extreme multi-label problems, one of the challenge is to avoid model from predicting frequent la-
bels often and expect it to predict relevant but rare or unseen labels. This characteristic of model pre-
dicting variety of labels can be evaluated with the second evaluation metric coverage@n. It denotes
the percentage of unique labels predicted across the test dataset at top n=1,3,5,7. Coverage@n
(C@n) is formulated as:

C@n =

T∑
t=1

U(ŷt, n)

T∑
t=1

U(yt, n)

(4.20)

where ŷ is predicted label set, y is ground truth label set and U() returns number of unique labels
from ŷ and y top n = 1, 3, 5, 7.



Chapter 5

Experiments and Results

This chapter lays out the experiments done with their experimental-settings. This project proposes
Label Aware Features with Focal Loss (LAFF) model which is evaluated with PFastreXML [24]. Ex-
periment 5.1 evaluates LAFF model. The first research question is about focal loss and whether using
focal loss gives better results in extreme multi-label setting. This experiment is discussed in section
5.2 where focal loss is compared with binary cross entropy loss function. The second research ques-
tion is whether sentence level prediction of labels gives better accurate results than document level
prediction. This is answered by obtaining the results for sentence level prediction and comparing it
with document level prediction. Sentence level prediction experiment is explained in section 5.3. The
second research question have sub questions which are explained further in the same section.

5.1 Document Level Prediction: LAFF Model Evaluation

This experiment is concern with the evaluation of LAFF model performance with respect to PFas-
treXML [24] to validate how good or bad LAFF model is. LAFF model is trained with EURLEX4K
dataset, an older version of EURLEX57K dataset and corresponding results are compared with EU-
RLEX4K results from PFastreXML. In this project EURLEX57K dataset has been used in spite of
EURLEX4K being used profoundly in previous works is because EURLEX4K dataset contains pre-
processed documents without any sentence delimiter. EURLEX4K dataset contains stemmed words
without any punctuation and it becomes difficult to generate the coherent sentence segments from it.
Hence, this dataset is only used to analyze the LAFF model performance with the previous work of
PFastreXML.

Documents of EURLEX4K dataset are fed to the LAFF as the input. There are 3,956 labels in
the dataset and label embeddings are generated of dimension 100. There are 15,449 data points in
training dataset and 3,865 data points in validation and test dataset. The model is trained with focal
loss function and with a learning rate of 1e−05. Momentum and weight decay is set to 0.9 and 0.1
respectively. Focal loss’s hyper-parameter is set to γ = 4 and α to each label’s propensity score.

The results of this experiment is shown in table in fig 5.1. It can be seen that PFastreXML al-
gorithm performs better than LAFF at all ranks. One of the reason for bad performance of LAFF is
due to already pre-processed documents in EURLEX4k dataset. EURLEX4K dataset contain docu-
ments which already stemmed and cleaned from stop words. LAFF utilizes BERT which requires its
input to be present in unprocessed form to learn and generate a better contextualize representation.
PFastreXML is a tree classifier that has each classifier trained at each non-leaf node to focus on only

28
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Figure 5.1: LAFF v/s PFastreXML scores

few labels. In a way, there are number of classifiers in PFastreXML, and each classifier deals with
only few labels. Additionally, PFastreXML being an ensemble tree classifier takes vocabulary token
for training and does not need a contextual representation of document to train with. Due to all these
reasons, LAFF model perform worse than PFastreXML. The difference between scores at PSP@1 is
high and it keeps decreasing at PSP@3 and PSP@5. This implies that LAFF model’s performance
gets better with respect to PFastreXML scores and it has generated more rare labels than at PSP@1.

5.2 Document Level Prediction: Focal Loss v/s BCE

This experiment answers question whether focal loss utilisation gives better predictive performance
in XMTC setting. To answer this question a baseline is created where LAFF model is trained at the
document level with binary cross entropy (BCE) loss function. This baseline is created for both EU-
RLEX57K and Medline datasets. Documents are directly served to the LAFF model as input and
baseline scores are generated at the document level. On the other side of the comparison, another
LAFF model is trained at document level with focal loss function.

Both EURLEX57K and Medline datasets are cleaned as mentioned in their respective section in
3. EURLEX57K dataset is cleaned and labels that are not present in either train, validation or test
datasets are removed. From the initial number of 7201 labels, 4531 labels are kept. Since BERT
can capture the semantic of input that is not processed and cleaned from punctuation and stopwords
better, document text does not undergo any kind of pre-processing. Document text is provided to
the BERT tokenizer that convert it into numerical tokens which are then fed to the model. The label
embeddings are generated from the label graphs constructed from 4,531 labels. Each node in the
graph is a label and edge exist between them if they have been assigned together to a document in
training dataset. Graph Convolutional Networks are employed on the label graph to generate each
label node embedding of dimension-size 100. Document text and label embeddings are fed to the
model for training and prediction of labels. Two LAFF models; one with BCE and another with focal
loss are trained for 105 and 110 epochs respectively. Learning rate is set to 1e−05, momentum to
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0.9 and weight decay to 0.1. Focal loss’ γ hyper-parameter is set to 3 and α is set to each label’s
propensity score.

Similarly, for Medline dataset, document text is not pre-processed. From 60,682 labels, 26,725
labels from eight branches are kept in the dataset.As number of labels is huge, label embeddings
created are of size 300 [22]. Similar to EURLEX57K experiment, two LAFF models are trained for
with BCE and focal loss. The model was trained for 30 epochs for 403,620 documents. The other
hyper-parameters are same as EURLEX57K dataset experiment.

Figure 5.2: Focal Loss v/s BCE scores for EURLEX57K dataset.

Figure 5.3: Focal Loss v/s BCE scores for Medline dataset.

The results for both EURLEX57K and Medline dataset are shown in fig 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
The BCE baseline scores are lesser than the focal loss results at the document level prediction. The
difference between PSP@1 score is not big between the two results but the following PSP scores
at various rank n have higher difference between them. This implies that with focal loss model is
able to predict relevant and rarer labels. The propensities used for each label in focal loss helped
the model to focus more on less frequent labels due to high loss for infrequent labels. This allowed
the model to get train on highly imbalanced dataset well and treat dataset as balanced. Coverage
metric shows percentage of unique labels predicted. One of the challenges in Extreme Multi-label
Text classification (XMTC) setting is model predicts few labels frequently due to labels’ power-law
distribution. With higher coverage scores for both EURLEX57K and Medline dataset, it can be implied
that due to focal loss model is predicting more unique labels than BCE loss trained model.
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5.3 Sentence Level Prediction

Another question this project answers is whether predicting labels at the sentence level gives better
performance than predicting labels for the document level. To answer this question we need to train
LAFF model with the sentence segments and infer at the sentence level from the model. Later, these
sentence level prediction vectors is needed to be converted to the document level prediction vector
for the parent document and model’s performance evaluation is done. These results are compared
with document level trained model which is already explained in section 5.2. From section 5.2, focal
loss related results are considered for comparing with the sentence level predictions results.

Before training the model with the sentence segments of the document, sentence level training
dataset is required which has ground truth corresponding to the sentence segments. Section 4.1
discusses about the methodology that generates labels at the sentence segments. Following ex-
periment discusses about this methodology experiment along with the evaluation for the generated
dataset.

5.3.1 Sentence Level Label Generation with Evaluation

As stated earlier, for training LAFF model with sentence segments, sentence’s level ground truth is
required which is not available. All the supervised learning datasets consists of labels assigned to
the documents. Methodology explained in section 4.1 lays out the process of generating sentence
level dataset from any supervised dataset. It is inspired from DXML [22] and assigns labels to the
sentence segments after bringing the labels and documents in the same embeddings space. Sen-
tence level ground truth is generated for both EURLEX57K and Medline datasets.

A label co-occurrence graph is built for both the datasets from which label embeddings are gener-
ated by Graph Convolutional Networks. As both dataset have different number of labels, different size
label embeddings are generated [22]. Since EURLEX57K has lesser number of labels i.e., 4,513,
label embeddings of dimension 100 is generated. Whereas Medline dataset has 26,725 labels for
which label embeddings of size 300 are created. EURLEX57K dataset has 4,513 labels and Medline
dataset has 26,725 labels. Documents are fed to BERT to generate its contextualize embeddings.
After having label and documents embedding representation, a weight matrix learned that maps doc-
uments to labels. This weight matrix represented by a feed forward neural network takes documents’
contextualize embeddings from BERT and generates the label mapped representation. This mapped
version of document and document’s corresponding labels are brought together in same embedding
space by minimizing their distance with the help of embedding loss function with equation 4.1. BERT
and neural network are trained with the help of embedding loss function. For both the datasets,
learning rate is set to 1e−05, momentum to 0.9 and weight decay to 0.5. After model training, EU-
RLEX57K and Medline document’s embedded representation are divided into 50 and 100 clusters
respectively with k −means algorithm. Number of clusters formed are in proportion with the number
of documents. Since, EURLEX57K has 57,000 train documents 50 clusters are constructed whereas
Medline has 513,620 documents hence 100 clusters are formed.

Once the documents and labels are brought in same embedding space, labels can be predicted
for the sentence segments which would be considered as their ground truth labels for further LAFF
model training. Train documents of EURLEX57K and Medline datasets are segmented into sentence
segments with Blackstone and Deepsegment libraries as explained in section 3.1.2, 3.2.2 respec-
tively. These sentence segments of the documents are passed to the BERT and neural network to
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obtain their embedded representation and closest labels are assigned based on the algorithm 2 For
each sentence segments 7 closest clusters are found and labels associated with these clusters are
assigned to the sentence segments provisionally. Out of these provisionally assigned labels to the
sentence segments, labels which are already present in the parent documents ground truth are se-
lected as ground truth labels for the sentence segments. In this way, ground truth labels are assigned
to the sentence segments of the document. If none of the provisionally assigned labels are present
in the document ground truth, no label gets assigned and sentence segment is removed from the
final dataset.

Evaluation

The quality of model trained and prediction can be gauged with how much percentage of document
labels are actually assigned to the sentence segments. The labels which are assigned to sentence
segments are common between provisional assigned label set and document’s ground truth. Hence,
if a model is well trained, provisional label set of sentence segment would ideally contain labels from
document’s ground truth. Hence, if a huge amount of document labels are getting assigned to the
sentence segments it concludes model has been trained well. Hence to evaluate the generated
dataset, an average percentage of document ground truth labels utilized is computed.

C =

N∑
i

P (Di)

N
(5.1)

where P (Di) represents percentage of document Di ground truth labels are assigned to the sen-
tence segments. N represents total number of documents. EURLEX57K dataset has 80% of its
document’s ground truth labels being assigned and 73% for Medline documents. This represents
model’s generated sentence segments embedded representation lies closer to the document’s em-
bedded representation if they have same context otherwise in spite of same context less number of
labels would be assigned from document’s ground truth.

5.3.2 Training Dataset Generation and Model Training

The dataset generated from previous section where labels were assigned to the sentence segments
as their ground truth labels can be considered as the training dataset for sentence level model train-
ing. In the generated dataset, only sentence segments whose atleast one provisionally assigned
label present in the document ground truth are kept. If a label is present in both document ground
truth and provisional label set it intuitively implies that the concerned sentence segment has informa-
tion which is semantically similar to the document information and hence it is document relevant. In a
document there would be sentence segments which are not much informative about the document’s
context and would have different information altogether not relevant with the document. Hence, in the
above dataset all the important and document relevant sentence segments are kept and all unimpor-
tant, noisy sentence segments have been removed. Unfortunately, this filtering out of noisy, irrelevant
sentence segments are not present in the test and validation dataset. All the sentence segments of
test and validation dataset would be considered since information about noisy sentence segments
would not be available before hand.

Model would infer relevant labels for the sentence segments of the test and validation dataset.
Since these datasets contain document irrelevant sentence segments, their relevant labels would be
unrelated to the document. Considering these sentence segments labels in performance evaluation
would worsen the performance of the model. To have a fair evaluation of the model, model should be
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be able to detect irrelevant and noisy sentence segments to avoid them being considered from the
evaluation. To make model able to detect noisy sentence segments, noisy sentence segments are
added in the existing training dataset. A smaller portion of already ignored noisy sentence segments
are added in the training dataset after assigning a different ”NOISE” label. While training LAFF model
would be able to learn about noisy sentence segments and would detect them in test and validation
dataset. In the EURLEX57K dataset, 15,505 noisy sentence segments are added which is equal
to the highest frequency a label has in sentence level training dataset. Similarly, in Medline dataset
65,245 noisy sentence segments are added. Following sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.2 evaluate dataset
with ”NOISE” label and the three strategies for generating document level prediction from sentence
level prediction. Before going through these evaluations, let’s see how test and validation dataset for
sentence level are generated since evaluation is done on these datasets and how inference is done.

Sentence Level Validation and Test Dataset with Inference

Validation and test dataset for sentence level prediction are generated by segmenting the documents
into sentence segments. For EURLEX57K dataset, Blackstone library has been used. DeepSegment
library has been used for Medline dataset as explained in section 3. Labels are not generated for
sentence segments since evaluation would be done at the document level.

After training the model with sentence level training dataset, sentence segments of documents
from test dataset are given as the input to the model and it predicts relevant label corresponding to
the sentence segment. Since, evaluation is done at the document level, the prediction at sentence
segments level is used to derive document level prediction by three different strategies explained in
section 4.3. First strategy is voting strategy where all top predicted labels of sentences are considered
for document level prediction set. In voting strategy, document level prediction set is ordered based
on the labels counts across all the sentences prediction set of the document. Second strategy is
probability strategy where document level labels are ordered based on the labels’ probabilities. In
case there are multiple occurrences of labels, their probabilities’ average is computed. In last strategy
only top-most label from each sentence prediction set is considered for the document level prediction
set and are ordered based on their probabilities.

NOISE Label Evaluation

This section evaluates whether having noisy sentence segments associated with a ”NOISE” label
augments the performance of the model or not. This evaluation is done on both EURLEX57K and
Medline dataset. Two sets of training dataset is created for both the datasets: one with noisy sen-
tence segments with ”NOISE” label and another without the noisy sentence segments. With ”NOISE”
label, a new label co-occurrence graph is constructed and new set of label embeddings are gener-
ated with Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN). EURLEX57K has label embeddings of dimensions
100 and Medline has label embeddings of dimension 300. With two set of training datasets of each
dataset, two LAFF models are trained with learning rate of 1e−05, weight decay of 0.1 and momentum
of 0.9. Focal loss hyper-parameter γ is set to 3 and α are label propensity scores. In EURLEX57K
dataset, training dataset with ”NOISE” label has model trained for 30 epochs and without ”NOISE”
label model is trained for 33 epochs. In Medline dataset, model is trained for 20 epochs with ”NOISE”
label training dataset and for 25 epochs without ”NOISE” label.
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The evaluations for both the EURLEX57K and Medline dataset are shown in figure 5.6 and 5.7
respectively. Since, model inference is done at the sentence level, document level predictions are
derived using the three strategies explained in section 4.3.

Figure 5.4: EURLEX57K: ”NOISE” label v/s Without ”NOISE” label

Figure 5.5: Medline: ”NOISE” label v/s Without ”NOISE” label

In EURLEX57K dataset results, ”NOISE” label dataset has performed well across all the ranks in
voting strategy. Voting strategy takes into account of label counts for generating the document level
prediction vector. This implies that ”NOISE” label dataset has resulted into more correct number of
labels in the document predictions. In the probability strategy, the first two ranks of PSP@n metric
has better results for ”NOISE” label dataset. Scores are lower for PSP@5 whereas there is not much
difference in scores at PSP@7. With scores of PSP@1, 3 and C@1, ”NOISE” label dataset has per-
formed well. In probability strategy, due to ”NOISE” label dataset, correct labels are present at the
higher ranks. In first label strategy, for dataset without ”NOISE” label dataset is greater for PSP@1.
but C@1 is higher for ”NOISE” label dataset. Overall, ”NOISE” dataset has better scores than without
”NOISE” dataset more number of times. The ranks at which without ”NOISE” label dataset has better
scores are at lower ranks i.e 5 and above which are not as significant as higher ranks.

In Medline dataset, ”NOISE” label dataset has outperformed without ”NOISE” label dataset in all
the three strategies. It might be due to huge amount of dataset in Medline dataset abling model to
generalize more and better. With the ”NOISE” label dataset, LAFF model is able to detect irrelevant
sentence segment and avoid it from considering them in final evaluation. This helps in focusing only
on important and relevant parts of the document for label prediction. Hence, for sentence level model
training, training dataset should have noisy sentence segments associated with ”NOISE” labels. This
answer the question of how sentence level training dataset can be used for model training.
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Sentence to Document Prediction Strategies Evaluation

In the section 4.3, three strategies are introduced which can be used to generate document level
prediction vector from the sentence level prediction vector. Voting strategy consider the label count
for document level label prediction vector generation. Similarly, in probability strategy, labels’ proba-
bilities are considered. In first label strategy, the label from each sentence segment of the document
are considered. In the previous section, it is seen that ”NOISE” label dataset has better performance
than without ”NOISE” label dataset. Hence for the evaluation, results of ”NOISE” label dataset are
considered for strategies evaluation.

Figure 5.6: EURLEX57K: Voting v/s Probability v/s First Label Strategy

Figure 5.7: Medline: Voting v/s Probability v/s First Label Strategy

In EURLEX 57K dataset, barring PSP@1 and C@1, voting strategy has performed better than prob-
ability and first label strategy. First label strategy has performed best for rank one but its scores
drastically decreases for later ranks. Voting strategy seems to be more stable than first label strat-
egy. It’s scores from rank 3 to 7 lies in a narrow interval. Same trend is also seen in probability
strategy and is more stable than first label but lesser than voting strategy for ranks 3 to 7. Probability
strategy surpasses voting strategy at rank 1 but fall behind for other ranks. Voting and probability
strategy are similar in the sense that all the labels of sentence segments are considered for final doc-
ument prediction vector. In Medline dataset, first label strategy show same trend as in EURLEX57K
dataset. It’s scores drastically decreases after rank 1. But, first label strategy has higher scores than
other two strategies at all ranks and makes it best performing strategy. This is due to availability of
huge data for model training. This leads to model predicting more sentence relevant and document
relevant labels at the first rank for the sentence level. Coverage scores also shows that top-most
labels are more unique in numbers than other two.

With the above results it can be implied that there is not just one strategy that is best but all three
are best based on different ranks and different datasets. In EURLEX57K dataset , voting and prob-
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ability strategies does not have drastic changes in scores as first label strategy has but it surpasses
the other two rank 1. At other ranks, voting strategy performs better. In Medline dataset, first label
strategy surpasses other two strategies at all ranks.

Until now in sentence level prediction experiment, training dataset has been generated which has
noisy sentence segments associated with ”NOISE” labels. On evaluation in section 5.3.2 it is found
that training dataset with noisy sentence segments gives better performance. Later, three strategies
of sentence level prediction to document level prediction is evaluated in section 5.3.2 which found
all three strategies are better in different situations. The following section evaluates sentence level
prediction with document level prediction.

Document Level v/s Sentence Level Prediction Evaluation

The main question this project answer is whether sentence level label prediction gives better predic-
tive performance than the document level label prediction. To answer this, one model is trained with
documents and another with the sentence segments. Both these models uses focal loss for training.
Similar to experiment in section 5.2 LAFF model is trained with documents. Since,sentence level
training dataset that has noisy sentences gives better results as per section 5.3.2, this dataset is
used for sentence level model training. The model is trained similar to how sentence level model is
trained in section 5.3.2. Figure 5.8 and 5.9 gives results for EURLEX57K and Medline datasets for
sentence level prediction compared with document level prediction.

Figure 5.8: EURLEX57K: Sentence Level Prediction v/s Document Level Prediction Strategy

Figure 5.9: Medline: Sentence Level Prediction v/s Document Level Prediction Strategy

From the above results, it is clearly seen that sentence level prediction performs better than doc-
ument level prediction for rank 1. All the three sentence prediction to document prediction have
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outperformed document level prediction for rank 1. For later ranks, document level prediction per-
form better. In Medline dataset, for rank 3, sentence level is slightly better than document level but
the difference is not too high. Overall, it can be said that sentence level prediction is better for rank
1 but for later ranks document level prediction is better. Worse scores for sentence level prediction
for rank 3 on wards can be due how ground truth of sentence segments are generated and how sen-
tence segments are aggregated to form final document level prediction. Since, sentence level ground
truth is a derived dataset there could be some noise in the dataset. A document intuitively have more
sentence segments than the labels assigned to them. These sentence segments though are infor-
mative about the document it is not necessary that these are associated with the labels assigned to
the document. As stated in [24], each document in XMTC have missing labels, sentence segments
would have relevant labels which are missing from the document’s ground truth. Additionally, aggre-
gation of sentence labels for formulation of document prediction needs a more efficient method than
employed here. In the current aggregation strategies there might be document relevant labels which
would be getting ignored due to low count or low probability.

The better performance of sentence level trained model than document-level trained model can
also be observed with an actual respective prediction example. The image below 5.10 shows a
test document from the EURLEX57K dataset. The test document text has been highlighted with the
possible important phrases or keywords which an annotator would refer to assign relevant labels.
The highlighted phrases majorly talk about specific different third countries and items being imported
from them. Overall, the context of this document is about which items to import. The actual assigned

Figure 5.10: A sample EURLEX57K document

labels and its predicted labels are shown in the table 5.11. The actual assigned labels have labels for
countries mentioned in the document text along with different poultry items related labels which are
supposed to be imported. The document-level trained model predicted more general labels which
are related to the context of the document text. It predicted labels such as import (EU), animal
product, live animal, third country, and veterinary inspection. The other predicted labels are vaguely
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related to the document’s context and their correctness is debatable. Whereas the labels predicted
with sentence-level trained model are general as well as specific labels. It predicted import (EU),
veterinary inspection, third country like general labels along with India, Singapore like specific labels.
It was also able to predict aquaculture label which is not present in the actual assigned labels but
has its mention in the document as one of import items. While predicting correct and rare labels,
sentence-level model also predicted some loosely document related labels such as exchange of
information, intra-EU trade, administrative cooperation. But overall, sentence-level model is able to
predict rare and specific labels which document-level model did not able to.

Figure 5.11: Labels sets for the test document

This experiment clearly found sentence-level trained model performing better than document-level
trained model. The scores for sentence-level trained model are not directly compared with the exist-
ing state-of-the-art results because this project uses EURLEX57K dataset whereas state-of-the-art
used EURLEX4K dataset; an earlier version of EURLEX57K. EURLEX4K dataset documents does
not have sentences with any context but a sequence of stemmed and processed words due to which
sentences could not be generated. Similarly, in Medline dataset, previous state-of-the-art models
used a subset of Medline dataset and there is no standard subset available for evaluation. Due to
all these reasons, sentence-level trained model’s results for both the dataset could not be compared
with state-of-the-art results. But, the proposed LAFF model which has been used in sentence-level
and document-level trained model has been evaluated withe one of the state-of-the-art model, PFas-
treXML, at the document level with the help of EURLEX4K dataset.
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Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Contributions and Limitations

This project aimed to answer whether sentence level prediction is better than document level predic-
tion in extreme multi-label setting where model tends to get biased toward majority class and in the
process answered several other related questions. To execute the project, it require a sentence level
training dataset. This project inspired from DXML [22] proposed the methodology to generate ground
truth for sentences of a document from document’s ground truth labels. This sentence level dataset
is generated by bringing text feature space and label space in one domain. Generated dataset is
evaluated by means of percentage of labels in document ground truth assigned. It introduced the
idea of using a dummy class label depicted by label ”NOISE” to ignore the noisy and unwanted sen-
tence segments from the sentence level training dataset. This makes sure model gets train from
quality sentence segments and also able to detect unwanted sentence segments in the test and val-
idation dataset. It is found that, using a dummy class label increased the model’s performance as all
unwanted sentence segments are not considered for evaluation. The labels predicted for sentence
segments are aggregated and sorted in reverse order based on 3 different strategies viz. voting,
probability and first label strategy. First label strategy where only top-most label of a sentence seg-
ment is considered for document level prediction has best score at rank 1 but it drastically decreases
for rank 3 on wards. Voting strategy is much a stable method and whose scores lie in a narrow inter-
val but its score at rank 1 is lesser than first label strategy. Overall, none of the three strategies are
clear winner and each of them gives good performance based on different situations. Sentence level
prediction is then compared with document level prediction. It is found that sentence level prediction
gives better results at rank 1 and predicts more rarer labels than document level prediction. However,
for rank 3 on wards, document level classification performs better than sentence level. This is might
be due to unknown issues in sentence level training dataset as it is a derived one. Similarly, there
are issues in generating document level prediction vector from sentence level prediction vector. This
project also answer whether focal loss gives better performance in extreme-multi label classification
setting and found it does. Focal loss related results are compared with often used binary cross en-
tropy (BCE) loss trained model, and clearly focal loss trained model predicted more infrequent labels
than BCE trained model. Focal loss utilized each label propensity score that helped model to treat
infrequent labels with more weightage than frequent labels.

39
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6.2 Future Work

For future research, it would be interesting to explore different loss functions in extreme multi-label
learning setting. Other than Focal Loss there are class-balanced focal loss and distribution-balanced
loss functions. Class-balanced focal loss is an improved version of focal loss which reduces re-
dundant information of frequent labels. Whereas, distribution-balanced loss function is another loss
function which down-weighs the easy-to-classified labels by utilizing integrated re-balanced weight-
ing and negative tolerant regularization (NTR).The another area which could be explored in future
is how can sentence level training dataset methodology be improved. We know that often docu-
ments contains sentences which are semantically similar. In this project, these semantically similar
sentence segments are kept as individual sentences. It would be interesting to see on concatena-
tion, does model performs better than the current performance. It’s also to be seen how semantic
similarity between these sentence segments could be computed as it involves selecting an optimal
threshold value to consider similar. The basis of attempting to predict at sentence level is to focus on
granular information present in the document which is often lost in fixed size document embeddings.
Currently in this project, sentence segments have been used. But even sentence segments contains
extra noisy information and it would be really interesting to extract only few words or phrases from the
documents to be used for model training and prediction. So, another future work would be to extract
these important granular informative phrases from the document rather than sentences and asso-
ciate them with labels. Currently, ”NOISE” label have been used to ignore noisy sentences from the
test evaluation. Semantically different noisy sentences that are unrelated with each other have been
assigned same ”NOISE” label in training dataset. It would be interesting to explore assigning different
kinds of noise labels to noisy sentences which are clubbed based on their noise semantic similarity.
In this way model would be able to learn different types of noise and could detect in test dataset.
Another limitation that could be further researched is how to effectively aggregate sentence level
labels to form document level predicted labels. In current methodology, every sentence is treated
equally while forming document level label predictions but some sentences are more important than
others with respect to the document’s context. Hence, labels should be considered according to the
importance of the sentence to the document.

In other directions, recently, large language models (LLM) have been able to solve then chal-
lenging tasks such as Neural Machine Translation (NMT), text generation effectively. It would be
interesting to train an LLM model from scratch that not only understands documents but also labels.
Existing LLM models learn about documents easily as documents are long. Labels are often one
or maximum two words and hence LLM models does not get long input to understand the label’s
context. Hence, making an LLM model understand labels would be a challenge.
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